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FREE Full and Part Time 
Places 

Spread the word to friends and family, we have 
FREE Full and Part Time Places* available 

for  
2, 3 and 4 year olds . 

Register now to secure a place for your child as 
spaces fill up fast!  

You can pick up a registration form from the 

Settling In 
 

We are delighted that all of the children have settled so well into life at Shenley Fields. 
 
We would like to say a huge thank you to all parents and carers for supporting us to 
settle your children in the most challenging of circumstances. Thank you for your 
flexibility and patience when we have had to change times and routines to 
accommodate new guidelines.  
 
We are sad that families can’t come into the building to see the rooms the children 
play and learn in each day and to have the daily dialogue with staff that we have all 
previously enjoyed. With this in mind, this newsletter will primarily focus on the  
curriculum opportunities on offer, the skills children are learning and developing and 
photos of the environments your children enjoy every day.  
 
Please also remember that our planning and home learning activities are available on 
Tapestry and are updated regularly. These can be found if you click the documents 
tab at the top of the page.  

Emergency Contact Numbers 
Can you please ensure that we have your current mobile phone number and those 
of the emergency contacts you have identified.  This is especially  
important at this current time as we use our text message service as one of the ways 
we can let you know if there are any changes we need to make as a consequence of 
government guidelines or Covid19. 



 

 

Dates for your Diary 
 

Parent Consultations (via telephone) -  week beginning 9th November 
with your child’s key person. 

 
 
Children to dress up and make a donation to 
Children in Need—Wednesday 11th November 
 

 
Training Day—Shenley Fields will be closed to all children on Friday 
November 13th. Staff will be doing asthma, allergy and epilepsy 
training. 
 

Photographer - 17th and 19th November 
 
International Children’s Day is on November 20th. We will have 
a day packed with activities to further support children’s 
understanding of their rights. 

 
 
Food Bank Donations— We will be collecting donations for the food bank 
from Monday 30th November. There will be collection boxes outside your 
child’s entrance to nursery. All donations will be taken to the Northfield 

Food Bank on Monday 14th December. 
 
 Children to wear a Christmas jumper or their favourite jumper on 
Wednesday 16th December and make a donation which goes to 
Save the Children. 

 
 
 
Christmas Celebrations— During the last week of term (14-
18th December), we will plan fun Christmas activities for the 
children to enjoy, sing our Christmas songs and enjoy a visit 

from Father Christmas each afternoon so that every child will get to see him 
and receive a present.  
 
Friday 18th December—End of Autumn term 
 
Monday 4th January 2021— Spring term begins 
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Sunshine Update 
 

The children have settled well into Sunshine with Hayley, Molly and 
Genille.  
 
Books are very popular. The children really enjoy listening to the  
stories and looking at the pictures which supports the development of 
their literacy skills. Their favourites are Dear Zoo and Rabbits Nap.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adults sing with the children throughout the day. We sing the Hello 
song every day to help the children learn each others names. Song 
bags have also been popular with the children, especially those with a 
number and counting theme that also involve actions. For example 5 
Cheeky Monkeys. This supports the development of children’s  
mathematical and language skills. 
 
Sensory play and exploration is really important for babies and  
naturally encourages them to use scientific processes whilst they play, 
create investigate and explore. The children have enjoyed the sensory  
exploration of wet and dry sand, pasta, dough, cornflour and water.  

 
 



 

 

Children enjoy daily opportunities to develop their mark making skills 
using a variety of resources. Adults talk to the children about the marks 
they are making and the colours they are using. The children show  
delight and excitement when they see their marks on the paper. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Outdoors, children have been fascinated by the worms they found in 
the wet mud, especially when they observed them wriggling.  
Opportunities for water play have been plentiful with the combination of 
water on offer in the water tray and in the puddles that have  
accumulated on rainy days.  



 

 

Raindrops Update 
 
The children have been busy in the gardening area. They have been 
looking after the plants that are already growing by watering them and 
making sure the roots are covered up by the soil. They have a  
developing understanding of what plants need to help them to grow. 
They have planted winter pansies and are delighted with the colour 
these add to the garden. The children have been introduced to tools 
such as hand trowels and forks which supports the development of  
hand eye coordination and understanding the need to use tools safely. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As Halloween approached, we had a big interest in pumpkins.  
Children were fascinated by the texture and patterns on the outer skin. 
The variation in size and shape gave the opportunity to introduce lots 
of mathematical language in to the children’s play. 



 

 

The children really enjoy the story We’re Going on a Bear Hunt. As they 
have become more familiar with the story and the characters, we have 
extended this to retelling the story through role play outdoors. The  
children have been really excited by this and have enjoyed playing the  
different characters and role playing each part of the book such as 
walking through the snow storm and through thick oozy mud. We have 
incorporated rights respecting language into this play.  
Children also really enjoy the story of Handa’s Surprise, The Very  
Hungry Caterpillar and The Gruffalo and have used props to support 
them to retell the stories. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooking is always popular with the children. They have been making 
play dough and have enjoyed the sensory exploration of the  
ingredients. The children have been delighted when their play dough is 
made and they can play with it and share it with their friends. They are 
doing really well following simple instructions to make their dough. They 
have learned new vocabulary such as mix, 
stir, rolling pin, cutters, flour, salt and oil.  
Using their fingers to manipulate the dough 
and the use of tools supports the  
development of their fine motor skills.  



 

 

In our studio, children have enjoyed exploring sensory materials on a 
large scale. These have included shaving foam, paint and cornflour 
which have afforded children the opportunity to experiment with texture 
and colour and create marks. 



 

 

Sunbeams Update 

In the construction area, children have been interested in building on a 
large scale. They have recreated real life buildings such as the Eiffel 
Tower and imaginary buildings such as princess castles. Children are 

working really collaboratively in this area; negotiating space, sharing 
ideas and problem solving. They have begun to use clip boards with  
paper attached to draw plans of the structures they want to build. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As in Raindrops, pumpkins were of great interest to the children as  
Halloween approached. Children were really interested in exploring both 
the inside and the outside of the pumpkin, beginning an understanding of 
half and whole by trying to put the cut pumpkin back together 

(understanding that both halves came from one pumpkin). Children did 
some observational drawings of the pumpkins. We also covered the 
pumpkins in paint and did pumpkin rolling which the children thoroughly 
enjoyed  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the cooking area, children have become very accomplished at 
making their own play dough. They are able to measure, add and mix 
their own ingredients to the correct consistency. Children are  
encouraged to remember which ingredient they used first and next to 
practice their recall and sequencing skills. There has been lots of  
discussion around measurements such as how many cups or spoons 
of each ingredient will be needed. Children have learned lots of new 
vocabulary such as sticky, firm, dry, soft and squishy to describe their 
play dough. They have now moved on to making fruity cup cakes 



 

 

In the outdoor studio, children have been gathering their own  
resources from around the garden such as different shaped/coloured 
leaves and twigs and have used these to make a collage. They have 
been encouraged to look closely at the resources they have found to 
compare shape, size, colour and pattern. They have arranged their  
resources on to laminate which have then been laminated and  
displayed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In Forest School, the children are really interested in ‘soggy mud’ and 
have used this to make ‘soggy chocolate’, ‘soggy pancakes’ and mud 
pies. When the soil is dry, they have been thinking of ways they can 
change the consistency and texture to enable them to make the things 
they want to. Children have been using their gross motor skills to dig 
and lift. They are also learning to negotiate space around each other, 
share, take turns and work together.  



 

 

Group Times: 
 
The children in Sunbeams are enjoying a variety of fun group time  
activities. They are sitting with their key group to answer their names 
both verbally and with Makaton when the register is called.  
 
As part of our Letters & Sounds phonics scheme (phase one) the chil-
dren are learning how to hear and discriminate different sounds in the 
environment; such as people’s voices, environmental and instrumental 
sounds. They will also be exploring how the spoken and sung word has 
a rhythm. These skills will form the basis for hearing and discriminating  
letter sounds as they learn to build up words to read and write in  
Reception. 
 
To develop mathematical skills, children are using real  
objects and even themselves as props to count when singing number 
rhymes. They are using their fingers to represent numbers. They are al-
so sorting, counting and comparing objects. 
 
Shenley Shakers is now up and running at group time too. Children are 
learning about being active and making healthy choices. We have fun 
taking part in aerobic exercises and games; feeling our heartbeats and  

commenting upon how we have become warm and thirsty. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shenley Fields is a Rights Respecting School 
 
Unicef is the world’s leading organisation working for children and their 
rights. The Rights Respecting Schools Award is granted to schools that 
show commitment to promoting and realising children’s rights and  
encouraging adults, children and young people to respect the rights of 
others in school.  
 
Unicef works with schools in the UK to create safe and inspiring places 
to learn, where children are respected, their talents are nurtured and 
they are able to thrive. Our Rights Respecting Schools Award embeds 
these values in daily school life and gives children the best chance to 
lead happy, healthy lives and to be responsible, active citizens.  
 
Shenley Fields have achieved the Bronze and Silver Rights Respecting 
School Award from Unicef UK 
 
The Silver Award is given to schools that make excellent progress  
towards embedding the principles of the UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child into its ethos and curriculum. We achieved this in June 
2018. Gold is the next step up and the highest accolade granted by 
Unicef. Shenley Fields are being assessed for the Gold Rights  
Respecting School Award in January 2021. 


